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1. Which organism is more efficient in its functioning—unicellular or multicellular? 
Why? 
Answer: 
Multicellular organisms are more efficient in its functioning because labour is 
divided among the cells and have great capacity to survive than unicellular 
organisms. 

 
2. What are the functions of cell wall in plant cells?  
Answer. Cell wall is an additional layer surrounding the plasma membrane in plant 
cells. Its 
functions are: 
(i) to give shape and support to the plant cell. 
(ii) to provide protection against variations in temperature, atmospheric moisture, 
etc. 

 

3. How is a bacterial cell different from onion peel? 
Answer: 

Bacterial Cell Onion Cell 

1. Prokaryotic cell 1. Eukaryotic cell 

2. Nuclear membrane is absent 3. Well defined nuclear membrane 
is present 

 
4. Why plant cells need cell walls? 
Answer: 
As plants cannot move, they need protection against variations in temperature, 
high wind speed, atmospheric moisture, etc. 

 

 



5. Can a cell work if any of its organelle stops working? What does a cell represent 
in a real life? What values do we get from the above paragraph?  
Answer: 

 Cell would not work if any of its organelle stops working. 
 Cell represent our society where various people do their work to maintain it. 
 We should perform our duty regularly and honestly for the betterment of the 

whole world. 

 

6. What are the main functional regions of a cell? Explain. 
Answer:  
Main functional regions of a cell are: 

 Plasma membrane: This is the membrane which makes the outer boundary of 
the cells. It is very thin, delicate and selectively permeable. 

 Cytoplasm: Cytoplasm is viscous, transparent jelly-like substance of the cell. It 
contains cell organelles. 

 Nucleus: Nucleus controls the working of the cell. It is a dense oval body lying 
in the protoplasm of the cell. 

 

7. Cells consist of many organelles, yet we do not call any of these organelles as 
structural and 
functional unit of living organisms. Explain. 
Answer.  
The cell organelles like mitochondria, Golgi complex, ribosomes, nucleus, etc., 
have 
specific functions and carry out specific functions in a cell but they cannot be called 
as the 
structural and functional units of living organisms. 
This is because they can function only when present inside a living cell. They 
cannot act as 
independent units. The cell on the contrary has independent existence. It is the 
smallest, 
structural and functional unit of life. 
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